First: Find your way through the maze by connecting letters to spell out the following plant species.

COBRA LILY,  BLADDERWORT,  SUNDEW,
PITCHER PLANT,  VENUS FLYTRAP

You may move forward, backward, up or down, but no letter may be connected more than once.

Second: Write the remaining unconnected letters in order in the blank spaces to find out what these plants have in common.

What do all of the plants in the list have in common? Write the unused letters on the lines to find out.
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First: Find your way through the maze by connecting letters to spell out the following plant species.

Cobra Lily, Bladderwort, Sundew, Pitcher Plant, Venus Flytrap

Second: Write the remaining unconnected letters in order in the blank spaces to find out what these plants have in common.

What do all of the plants in the list have in common? Write the unused letters on the lines to find out.

ALL ARE CARNIVOROUS PLANTS. WHILE MOST TRAP AND DIGEST INSECTS, BIG PITCHER PLANTS OCCASIONALLY TRAP FROGS OR MICE.